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S. Akiyama 

A CORPUS ANALYSIS OF RUSSIAN MASCULINE NOUNS 

WITH PLURAL /-I/ AND /-A/ ENDINGS 

Abstract. This paper’s primary topic is the preference between 

modern Russian masculine nouns with plural nominative endings /-i/ and 

/-a/. According to previous studies, some Russian masculine nouns have 

morphological equivalents for the plural nominative form, such as bun-

kery – bunkera (бункеры – бункера). I will apply a statistical method to 

the data from the Uppsala Corpus and the Russian National Corpus and 

analyse the preference for the ending forms of the lexicon.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Morphological equivalents of plural nominative forms 

The nominal paradigm of modern Russian nouns shows that a 

plural masculine noun mostly has a nominative ending -y (-ы) and 

-i 

(-и). However, some masculine nouns have the exceptional plural 

nominative ending -a (-a) and -ja (-я) as demonstrated in example 

(1) and (2).  

 

(1) zavod (завод) – zavod-y (завод-ы) 
factory-SG.NOM  factory-PL.NOM 

(2) gorod (город) – gorod-a (город-а) 
city-SG.NOM   city-PL.NOM 

 

I will refer to the ending type shown in (1) as /-i/ and the end-

ing type shown in (2) as /-a/ in this paper.  

In most cases, the ending of each plural word is grammatical-

ly decided. However, according to previous studies, such as Karau-



lov et al. [1998], there are several words which have morphological 

equivalents of plural nominative forms with /-i/ ending and /-a/ 

ending. [Karaulov et al. 1998: 61–64] as demonstrated in examples 

(3) and (4). 

 

(3) zavod (завод) –   zavod-y (завод-ы) / *zavod-a
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(*завод-а) 
factory-SG.NOM  factory-PL.NOM  

(4)
 

bunker
 

(бункер)
 

–
  

bunker-y (бункер-ы)
 

/
 

bunker-a 

(бункер-а) 
bunker-SG.NOM  bunker-PL.NOM 

 

This paper aims to focus on the usage and preference for each 

ending form in the word group like bunker (бункер).  

1.2. Preceding studies 

One renowned study on the morphological equivalents of plu-

ral nouns is Graudina et al. [1976]. In this study, more than 300 

words are listed in the group of words like bunker (бункер). Addi-

tionally, the data shows that 1977 forms were found
2
 in newspa-

pers between the 1960s and 1970s and reports that 88,92% of the 

forms have /-i/ ending and 11,08% /-a/ ending [Graudina et al. 

1976: 116]: Table 1.  

Table 1. The preference of each ending form in [Graudina et al. 

1976] 

 /-i/ ending /-a/ ending 

Graudina et al. 1976 1758 forms 

88,92% 

219 forms 

11,08% 

 

Another previous study, Švedova et al. [1980], identifies that 

there are various categories in the group of words like bunker 

                                                           
1 The asterisk denotes an ungrammatical word.  
2 The targeted word lexicon is not clearly shown. 
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(бункер) and establishes the following categories: [Švedova et al. 

1980: 497–498] 

1) Both endings are stylistically equivalent; 

2) The two endings are variants and one is stylistically differ-

ent from the other; 

3) The two endings are variants and one is semantically dif-

ferent from the other; 

4) The /-i/ ending form is ungrammatical and only the /-a/ 

ending form is grammatically allowed. 

 

Graudina et al. [1976] and [2001] also refers to the categories 

of the word group like bunker (бункер), but the lexicon included in 

those categories is subtly different from that in Švedova et al. 

[1980]. In this paper, I will adopt the lexicon shown in Graudina et 

al. [1976] and [2001] because this study elucidates the characters 

of words in each category. 

2. Corpus data 

2.1. Targeting words of Corpus analysis 

According to Graudina et al. [2001], the following 35 words 

have equivalent endings /-i/ and /-a/:  

al't (альт), bunker (бункер), veer (веер), vektor (вектор), 

venzel' (вензель), d'âkon (дьякон), korrektor (корректор), kren-

del' (крендель), lekar' (лекарь), mesâc (месяц), nevod (невод), 

otkup (откуп), otpusk (отпуск), pekar' (пекарь), pisar' (писарь), 

pojnter (пойнтер), poluton (полутон), prožektor (прожектор), 

pudel' (пудель), reduktor (редуктор), sektor (сектор), stapel' 

(стапель), tender (тендер), tenor (тенор), fel'd”eger' 

(фельдъегерь), fligel' (флигель), hlev (хлев), ceh (цех), škiper 

(шкипер), šnicel' (шницель), šompol (шомпол), štepsel' 

(штепсель), štorm (шторм), âstreb (ястреб), âčmen' (ячмень) 

There is no stylistic information tag available in the Uppsala 

Corpus and the Russian National Corpus; therefore, I will deal with 



these 35 words (category 1) in 1.2 and will not refer to the words 

having both ending forms as these forms are stylistic or semantic 

variants.  

2.2. The Uppsala Corpus 

In [Akiyama 2004], I have already analysed the data from the 

Uppsala Corpus
1
. I collected targeting data from the lexicon with 

plural nominative case forms and also accusative case forms agree-

ing with nominatives. However, the number of forms collected 

from the corpus is low, because the total amount of the whole cor-

pus is about 600 texts and one million tokens. The data shows that 

only 50 forms were found; 84% of the forms have the /-i/ ending 

and 16% have the 

/-a/ ending
2
: Table 2. 

Table 2. The preference of each ending form in the Uppsala Corpus 

 /-i/ ending /-a/ ending 

The Uppsala Corpus 42 forms 

84% 

8 forms 

16% 

2.3. Russian National Corpus 

The Russian National Corpus (RNU) is a far larger corpus 

than the Uppsala Corpus. When I used the query function for the 

                                                           
1 When I gathered the targeted nouns from the Uppsala corpus, I 

used the query functions of the website of the Tübingen University Cor-

pus Project (http://www.sfb441.uni-tuebingen.de/b1/en/korpora.html). 

For unknown reasons, this website is no longer available. I collected the 

sample sentences in or before 2004. 
2 Words whose /-i/ or /-a/ ending forms were found in more than 

one instance are bunker (бункер)， mesâc (месяц)，ceh (цех) and štorm 

(шторм). All the plural nominative forms of the word mesâc (месяц) 

have 

/-i/ ending (21 forms), and all the plural nominative forms of the word ceh 

(цех) also have /-i/ endings (12 forms). 
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RNU, the total number of tokens was about 230 million
1
. To col-

lect targeted data, I used a lexico-grammatical search, entering the 

targeted lexicon. Concerning grammatical features, I selected the 

nominative and accusative cases and plural number. To eliminate 

the genitive case forms with /-a/ ending, I manually checked all the 

sentences. The results from the RNU are shown below in Table 3 

and 4.  

Table 3. The preference of each ending form in the RNU 

Lexicon /-i/ ending /-a/ ending 

al't (альт) 28 forms 0 forms 

bunker (бункер) 53 forms 30 forms 

veer (веер) 8 forms 151 forms 

vektor (вектор) 108 forms 0 forms 

venzel' (вензель) 2 forms 112 forms 

d'âkon (дьякон) 80 forms 20 forms 

korrektor (корректор) 39 forms 3 forms 

krendel' (крендель) 9 forms 8 forms 

lekar' (лекарь) 89 forms 73 forms 

mesâc (месяц)
2
 4019 forms 0 forms 

nevod (невод) 16 forms 51 forms 

otkup (откуп) 35 forms 78 forms 

otpusk (отпуск) 63 forms 300 forms 

pekar' (пекарь) 34forms 19 forms 

pisar' (писарь) 37 forms 235 forms 

pojnter (пойнтер) 8 forms 1 form 

                                                           
1 I mainly visited the RNU website from February to April 2015. 

During that time, the corpus comprised 85 996 documents, 19 362 746 

sentences and 229 968 798 words.  
2 Using a lexico-grammatical search, I obtained only a few sentenc-

es containing compound words with /-a/ ending, which means the word 

«mesâca» (месяца) does not seem to be categorised as a plural nomina-

tive form of the lexicon item «mesâc» (месяц) in the RNU.  



Lexicon /-i/ ending /-a/ ending 

poluton (полутон) 9 forms 54 forms 

prožektor (прожектор) 226 forms 170 forms 

pudel' (пудель) 16 forms 0 forms 

reduktor (редуктор) 17 forms 0 forms 

sektor (сектор) 122 forms 121 forms 

stapel' (стапель) 4 forms 11 forms 

tender (тендер) 61 forms 1 form 

tenor (тенор) 6 forms 84 forms 

fel'd"eger' 

(фельдъегерь) 

0 forms 0 forms 

fligel' (флигель) 27 forms 73 forms 

hlev (хлев) 35 forms 16 forms 

ceh (цех) 314 forms 282 forms 

škiper (шкипер) 10 forms 17 forms 

šnicel' (шницель) 14 forms 11 forms 

šompol (шомпол) 8 forms 21 forms 

štepsel' (штепсель) 3 forms 12 forms 

štorm (шторм) 162 forms 42 forms 

âstreb (ястреб) 76 forms 71 forms 

âčmen' (ячмень) 11 forms 0 forms 

total 5749 forms 2067 forms 

Table 4. The preference of each ending form 

 /-i/ ending /-a/ ending 

Russian National 

Corpus 

5749 forms 

73,55% 

2067 forms 

26,45% 

3. Conclusion 

To see the tendency of the preference of /-i/ and /-a/ ending 

forms in each corpus, I applied a chi-square test to the data; this is 

demonstrated in Table 5. 
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Table 5. The result of chi-square test on the preference in each cor-

pus 

 /-i/ ending Residuals /-a/ ending Residuals 

Graudina et al. 

1976 
1758 forms ↑ 219 forms ↓ 

The Uppsala 

Corpus 
42 forms n. s. 8 forms n. s. 

Russian National 

Corpus 
5749 forms ↓ 2067 forms ↑ 

 

χ
2
=209.9992  d.f. = 2 p < ,05 

 

The number of /-i/ ending forms is higher than that of /-a/ 

endings in every corpus. The significance level is 5%. In the «re-

sidual» columns, an up arrow (↑) means a significantly high pref-

erence; a down arrow (↓) means a significantly low preference. 

The abbreviation «n.s.» means no significance. However, this sta-

tistic does not demonstrate the exact situation of the preference of 

the plural nominative forms with /-i/ and /-a/ endings, because the 

preference of each ending form of the word is quite different de-

pending on the lexicon.  

Here, as a conclusion, I establish four subcategories along 

with the preference for /-i/ and /-a/ ending forms of the word group 

which was dealt with in chapter 2.3. I applied the binomial test for 

the preference data of the lexicon. The significance level is 5%. 

1) both /-i/ and /-a/ ending forms are used but /-i/ ending 

forms are significantly preferred: bunker (бункер), d'âkon 

(дьякон), korrektor (корректор), lekar' (лекарь), pekar' 

(пекарь), pojnter 2) (пойнтер), prožektor (прожектор), 

tender (тендер), hlev (хлев), ceh (цех), štorm (шторм) 

3) both /-i/ and /-a/ ending forms are used but /-a/ ending 

forms are significantly preferred: veer (веер), venzel' 

(вензель), nevod (невод), otkup (откуп), otpusk (отпуск), 



pisar' (писарь), poluton (полутон), stapel' (стапель), ten-

or (тенор), fligel' (флигель), šompol (шомпол), štepsel' 

(штепсель) 

4) both /-i/ and /-a/ ending forms are used and significant 

preference between the two forms is not provided: krendel' 

(крендель), sektor (сектор), škiper (шкипер), šnicel' 

(шницель), âstreb (ястреб) 

5) /-a/ ending forms do not seem to be used and should be re-

garded as ungrammatical: al't (альт), vektor (вектор), pu-

del' (пудель), reduktor (редуктор), âčmen' (ячмень)
1
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1 Since the /-a/ ending forms of the lexicon item mesâc (месяц) are 

rarely found in the RNU, I omitted this lexicon item from the list. As far 

as the lexicon item fel'd"eger' (фельдъегерь) is concerned, nothing can 

be statistically stated because no data was found even in a large-sized 

corpus such as the RNU. 


